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Los Angeles Is Jan 26 2021 A stylish board book primer featuring the sights and delights of Los Angeles in simple rhyme and gorgeous illustrations.
Full color.
My Little Golden Book About Abraham Lincoln Jan 21 2023 Help your little one dream big with a Little Golden Book biography all about President
Abraham Lincoln! The perfect introduction to nonfiction for preschoolers! Bright pictures and a simple story capture the essence of one of our most
popular presidents. Little ones will enjoy key anecdotes about Lincoln, beginning with young Abe's love of reading. Fun facts at the end—such as
Lincoln’s declaration of the final Thursday in November as Thanksgiving day—round out this nonfiction book full of Little Golden Book charm. Read
all the Little Golden Book biographies: My Little Golden Book About Kamala Harris, My Little Golden Book About Frida Kahlo, My Little Golden
Book About Ruth Bader Ginsburg, My Little Golden Book About Jackie Robinson, My Little Golden Book About Martin Luther King Jr., My Little
Golden Book About George Washington, My Little Golden Book About Abraham Lincoln, My Little Golden Book About Balto, and My Little Golden
Book About Johnny Appleseed.
Rachel's Day in the Garden Jan 09 2022 IPNE BOOK OF THE YEAR 2015 & WINNER CHILDREN'S BOOK 2015 Experience the benefits of yoga
while learning about the signs of spring! Join Rachel as she and her adorable puppy look for signs of spring in the garden. Crawl like a caterpillar, buzz
like a bee, and flutter like a butterfly. Discover spring, explore movement, and learn the colors of the rainbow. The storybook includes a list of kids
yoga poses and a parent-teacher guide. Kids Yoga Stories introduce you to engaging characters who will get your child laughing, moving, and creating.
Reading is good for the mind AND body! The story links several yoga poses in a specific sequence to create a coherent and meaningful story. This
spring yoga story for ages 3 to 6 is more than a storybook, but it's also a unique experience for children.
Human Body Activity Book for Kids Feb 27 2021 Discover super fun activities to help kids ages 4 to 8 learn all about their bodies. From teeth to eyes
and ears to skin and bones, there’s a lot to discover about the human body for kids! Featuring crosswords, mazes, and more, this human body
workbook is bursting with all kinds of activities to help kids understand how their bodies work to keep them healthy and spark their interest in how to
care for their bodies. This amazing guide to the human body for kids includes: A FULL BODY BREAKDOWN: Simplify human anatomy for kids
with informative, illustrated chapters broken down by anatomical system. ENGAGING ACTIVITIES: Keep lessons engaging with everything from
connect-the-dots and crosswords to hands-on experiments. SCIENCE FOR KIDS: Did you know hair grows slower at night and that you’re taller in the
morning than the evening? Make kids want to learn more with the unique and fun trivia in this human body book. Teach children the joy of learning by
doing with this collection of activities all about the human body for kids.
A Kids Book About Belonging May 05 2024 A clear explanation of what belonging is, and how to accept and understand who you are. This is a kids
book about belonging. It tackles what it’s like when you feel like you belong to a group or family or team, and what it’s like when you don’t. It
addresses what it feels like when you don’t fit in, or when it may feel like others don’t want you around. This book teaches kids aged 5-9 how to
incorporate the feeling of belonging into their lives. The feeling of belonging is something that everyone strives for, which is why it’s important to
know how to belong to yourself and love who you are, and how that helps you to belong anywhere. A Kids Book About Belonging features: - A large
and bold, yet minimalist font design that allows kids freedom to imagine themselves in the words on the pages. - A friendly, approachable, yet
empowering, kid-appropriate tone throughout. - An incredible and diverse group of authors in the series who are experts or have first-hand experience
of the topic. Tackling important discourse together! The A Kids Book About series are best used when read together. Helping to kickstart challenging,
empowering, and important conversations for kids and their grownups through beautiful and thought-provoking pages. The series supports an
incredible and diverse group of authors, who are either experts in their field, or have first-hand experience on the topic. A Kids Co. is a new kind of
media company enabling kids to explore big topics in a new and engaging way. With a growing series of books, podcasts and blogs, made to empower.
Learn more about us online by searching for A Kids Co.
Yes I Can! Mar 03 2024 "Carolyn is in a wheelchair, but she doesn't let that stop her! She can do almost everything the other kids can, even if
sometimes she has to do it a little differently"--
What to Do When You Feel Like Hitting Dec 08 2021 Teach toddlers safe ways to express big feelings Toddlers are still learning how to speak,
socialize, and understand their emotions. It's common for them to react with their hands when they get frustrated--but hitting is never okay. What to Do
When You Feel Like Hitting helps toddlers understand why hitting is not allowed and shows them how to react to their feelings with actions that are
safe and kind. This illustrated entry into no hitting books for toddlers features: Alternatives to hitting--Kids will learn how to use "gentle hands" to
squeeze a stuffed animal when they feel upset, scribble a picture to get out their frustration, and practice taking deep breaths to calm down. A light
touch--The language is kid-friendly and positive, encouraging toddlers to understand and communicate their feelings, not just keep their hands to
themselves. Engaging illustrations--Big, beautiful pictures help kids see the ideas in action and keep their attention on the page. Get the best in no
hitting books for toddlers with a storybook that helps them learn empathy and compassion.
The One Year Devotions for Kids #1 Jul 27 2023 For 10 years, kids have had fun learning about Scripture with The One Year Devotions for Kids
series. Now The One Year Devotions for Kids, Volume 1 is available with a great look for a new generation of readers. Each day’s lesson focuses on a
key theme from a Bible story. A contemporary story, application questions, a memory verse, and an action phrase combine to reinforce the theme for
each day. A great way to help kids connect with God!
Too Cute to Spook May 25 2023 Lorry wants to be the scariest monster of all, but unlike the other monsters, he doesn't look scary at all. Lorry is cute
and kids aren't afraid of cute little monsters.
That Rule Doesn't Apply to Me! Aug 16 2022 The rules keep getting in the way of Noodle's fun. Rules for this, rules for that. There are so many
rules! Can Noodle be convinced that rules are meant to help, not harm him?
Matter, Matter Everywhere Jul 03 2021
One Word for Kids Jun 06 2024 From the authors who created the One Word movement, impacting schools, businesses, and sports teams around the
world, comes a charming fable that can be read and shared by everyone. If you could choose only one word to help you have your best year ever, what
would it be? Love? Fun? Believe? Brave? It’s probably different for everyone. How you find your word is just as important as the word itself. And
once you know your word, what do you do with it? In One Word for Kids, bestselling author Jon Gordon—along with coauthors Dan Britton and
Jimmy Page—asks these questions to children and adults of all ages, teaching an important life lesson in the process. This engaging, fully illustrated
fable follows Stevie, a young boy falling asleep on the first day of school. His teacher gives the class an assignment: to find the one word that will help
them have their best year ever. To discover their one word, they must look inside themselves, look up, and look out. At home, Stevie is upset because
he can’t find his word. After his dad offers some helpful advice, Stevie excitedly begins the quest for his word. His search helps him discover a lot
about himself, what he loves, and what is important to him. An easy read with a powerful message, One Word for Kids appeals to readers of all ages
and is an ideal entry point into discussing a valuable lesson in a fun and engaging way.
The World Book Encyclopedia Nov 18 2022 An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high school
students.



Youcat English Sep 04 2021 Introduces young readers to Catholic beliefs as expressed in the Catechism of the Catholic Church.
The Fort Aug 28 2023 Can a pirate and a prince learn to share? In the fort in the woods, a prince is preparing his castle for a lively feast for the royal
kingdom. Unbeknownst to him, a pirate uses the same fort as her ship, planning to venture out to the open seas in search of treasure. But when a
treasure map appears on the prince’s party invitations, and the pirate finds that her sword has turned into a scepter, they realize there is an intruder in
the castle—no, ship! Soon, a battle over the fort between the adversaries ensues, leading to a humorous showdown. When they make amends, their
amazing imaginations come up with a new adventure...together. Kids will revel in the spirited and imaginative battle and be thrilled by the turn of
events. Dynamic and charismatic illustrations bring this witty tale and its celebration of sharing and teamwork to life.
I Am the Shark Mar 23 2023 What makes the great white shark (one of) the greatest fish in the sea? FIN-d out in this hilarious fish-out-of-water story
that's perfect for Shark Week and all year-round! "Don't miss this one." -School Library Journal, Starred Review Hi! I am Great White Shark, and if
you get this book, you'll read all about ME--the greatest shark in the sea! Not so fast! Greenland Shark here, and as the oldest shark in this book, that
makes me the greatest. Did someone say fast? I'm Mako Shark, and I'm the fastest shark in this book! Eat my bubbles! Wow, I'm Hammerhead Shark.
You don't need my special eyes to see that there are lots of great sharks in this book. Sink your teeth into it now! New York Times bestselling author
Joan Holub makes a splash with bestselling illustrator Laurie Keller to deliver an entertaining undersea story filled with the greatest shark facts in the
ocean!
Be Kind Feb 02 2024 When Tanisha spills grape juice all over her new dress, her classmate contemplates how to make her feel better and what it
means to be kind. From asking the new girl to play to standing up for someone being bullied, this moving and thoughtful story explores what a child
can do to be kind, and how each act, big or small, can make a difference--or at least help a friend.With award-winning author Pat Zietlow Miller's
gentle text and Jen Hill's irresistible art, Be Kind is an unforgettable story about how two simple words can change the world.
Boundaries with Kids Mar 11 2022 Discusses the creation of healthy boundaries and reinforced consequences to help children develop a sense of
accountability for their own lives.
Life Hacks for Kids Apr 04 2024 Presents unique craft projects that have been seen on the Life hacks for kids YouTube show, including feather
earrings, melted crayon art, a headband holder, and indoor s'mores, and includes questions answered by Sunny.
Python for Kids, 2nd Edition Jan 01 2024 The second edition of the best-selling Python for Kids—which brings you (and your parents) into the world
of programming—has been completely updated to use the latest version of Python, along with tons of new projects! Python is a powerful programming
language that’s easy to learn and fun to use! But books about programming in Python can be dull and that’s no fun for anyone. Python for Kids brings
kids (and their parents) into the wonderful world of programming. Jason R. Briggs guides you through the basics, experimenting with unique (and
hilarious) example programs featuring ravenous monsters, secret agents, thieving ravens, and more. New terms are defined; code is colored and
explained; puzzles stretch the brain and strengthen understanding; and full-color illustrations keep you engaged throughout. By the end of the book,
you’ll have programmed two games: a clone of the famous Pong, and “Mr. Stick Man Races for the Exit”—a platform game with jumps and
animation. This second edition is revised and updated to reflect Python 3 programming practices. There are new puzzles to inspire you and two new
appendices to guide you through Python’s built-in modules and troubleshooting your code. As you strike out on your programming adventure, you’ll
learn how to: Use fundamental data structures like lists, tuples, and dictionaries Organize and reuse your code with functions and modules Use control
structures like loops and conditional statements Draw shapes and patterns with Python’s turtle module Create games, animations, and other graphical
wonders with tkinter Why should serious adults have all the fun? Python for Kids is your ticket into the amazing world of computer programming.
Covers Python 3.x which runs on Windows, macOS, Linux, even Raspberry Pi
The Scary Book Mar 30 2021 A perfect blend of silly and scary, this oversized lift-the-flap board book shows children what's hiding inside some
creepy creatures. Snakes, bats, and spiders aren't that frightening--but just wait till you see what they're like on the inside! This delightfully ghoulish
book is filled to the brim with creatures perfect for some Halloween fun. Whether it's a big bad wolf or a skeletal ghost, each monster is hiding its
really horrible side beneath a foldable flap. Lift the foldout on the crab to reveal sharp teeth and tentacle tongues or pull down the flap on the spider to
discover its recently caught snacks. Thierry Dedieu's colorful illustrations bring humor and lightheartedness to many spine-chilling creatures. A perfect
blend of silly and scary, this big board book helps kids overcome their worries with laughter. Encourage your children to embrace their spooky side
with this Halloween treat!
Respect Apr 11 2022 *Shortlisted for the 2020 North Somerset Children's Book Award* From the co-creator of the viral 'Tea Consent' video, this is
the perfect introduction to consent for kids and families everywhere. Your body belongs to you and you get to set your own rules, so that you may have
boundaries for different people and sometimes they might change. Like when you hi-five your friends and kiss your kitten, but not the other way
round! But consent doesn't need to be confusing. From setting boundaries, to reflecting on your own behaviour and learning how to be an awesome
bystander, this book will have you feeling confident, respected, and 100% in charge of yourself and your body Brought to life with funny and
informative illustrations, this is the smart, playful and empowering book on consent that everyone has been waiting for.
Calm: Mindfulness for Kids Jul 15 2022 Teach your kids how to focus their thoughts and notice the world around them with this fun mindfulness
kids activity book. Mindfulness activities are a great way to teach children about their thoughts and feelings and how to understand them--while having
fun at the same time. This book is packed with activities--make a mindfulness jar, learn how to appreciate food with mindful eating, and get out into
nature and explore the outside world. An illustrated journal section at the back of the book encourages children to make notes about their own thoughts
and feelings Calm: Mindfulness for Kids has everything you need to know about focusing your child's mind to help them enjoy and appreciate things
that they take for granted every day, while boosting their confidence and self-esteem. Children are guided through each activity, to make sure they
achieve maximum enjoyment and awareness. All children will learn and react to each activity in a different way and parent's notes give advice on how
to encourage children to embrace mindfulness in the modern world. Each specially designed activity is flexible for each child's needs and inspires them
to seek calmness and tranquility in all situations. Calm: Mindfulness for Kids shows that supporting a child's positive mental health doesn't need to be
expensive, time-consuming, or difficult. Activities help children to de-stress, focus, and get moving while having fun.
What If Everybody Did That? Sep 16 2022 "Text first published in 1990 by Children's Press, Inc."
Timmy's Terrific Travels (Preschool Book) Nov 06 2021 Children's Travel Book Timmy's Terrific Travels is a charming children's story, which
combines creativity with education. The story teaches preschoolers about some of the fascinating worldwide locations in a lighthearted way. For ages
3-5 years. Written in an easy to read rhyming format. Beautifully illustrated throughout. Teaches preschool children about the wonder of travel. Meet
Timmy the furry gray mouse, who packs his bags and leaves his house! The adventurous mouse sets off to visit a city every day. Timmy's Terrific
Travels follows Timmy, as he goes to London and enjoys a cup of tea, braves the height of the London Eye and visits Big Ben. In Rome, Timmy
climbs the 174 steps, which make up the Spanish Steps and visits the Roman Forum. When Timmy goes to New York he sees the Empire State
Building and the Statue of Liberty. In total, Timmy visits nine amazing cities and sees some incredible sights in each one.
Hooray for Kids Apr 23 2023 Illustrations and simple, rhyming text celebrate the uniqueness of each child.
Outside In Feb 19 2023 A 2020 Caldecott Honor Book From the New York Times best-selling author behind The Quiet Book comes a mindful
contemplation on the many ways nature affects our everyday lives, even when we’re stuck inside. Five starred reviews! Perfect for fans of Joyce
Sidman and Julie Fogliano, Outside In reminds emerging readers of the ways nature creates and touches our lives in homes, apartments, and cars, and
is the perfect homeschooling tool to reflect on the world’s connectedness. Outside is waiting, the most patient playmate of all. The most generous
friend. The most miraculous inventor. This thought-provoking picture book poetically underscores our powerful and enduring connection with nature,
not so easily obscured by lives spent indoors. Rhythmic, powerful language shows us how our world is made and the many ways Outside comes in to



help and heal us, and reminds us that we are all part of a much greater universe. Emotive illustrations evoke the beauty, simplicity, and wonder that
await us all . . . outside.
Hey Warrior Jun 25 2023 Kids can do amazing things with the right information. Understanding why anxiety feels the way it does and where the
phsical symptoms come from is a powerful step in turning anxiety around.
The Couch Potato Dec 20 2022 An Instant New York Times Bestseller * An Instant Indie Bestseller * An Indie Next List Selection Feeling fried? Peel
yourself on the couch and meet your new pal-tato! The winning fourth picture book from the #1 New York Times bestselling creators of The Bad
Seed, The Good Egg, and The Cool Bean, Jory John and Pete Oswald, will get you and your kids moving! The Couch Potato has everything within
reach and doesn't have to move from the sunken couch cushion. But when the electricity goes out, Couch Potato is forced to peel away from the
comforts of the living room and venture outside. Could fresh air and sunshine possibly be better than the views on screen? Readers of all ages will
laugh along as their new best spuddy learns that balancing screen time and playtime is the root to true happiness. Check out Jory John and Pete
Oswald’s funny, bestselling books for kids 4-8 and anyone who wants a laugh: The Bad Seed The Good Egg The Cool Bean The Couch Potato The
Good Egg Presents: The Great Eggscape! The Bad Seed Presents: The Good, the Bad, the Spooky! The Cool Bean Presents: As Cool as It Gets That’s
What Dinosaurs Do
Mindful Kids Aug 04 2021 "Make any moment mindful from morning to night with 5 categories of cards, designed to fit into each part of the day.
Whimsical full-color illustrations on both sides of the cards provide easy-to-follow steps for each practice. The cards and 8-page instructional booklet
include tips for children of a wide range of abilities"--Publisher's website
Why Should I Help? Feb 07 2022 This book explores the value of helping children move in different worlds--in their family, their school, and their
neighborhood.
Exploring Nature Activity Book for Kids: 50 Creative Projects to Spark Curiosity in the Outdoors May 01 2021 The Activity Book That Makes
Kids Wild About Nature Nature books for kids should get them excited about heading out into the great outdoors. This one encourages them to track,
explore, discover and create. Unlike some nature books for kids, the Exploring Nature Activity Book for Kids, is filled with hands-on educational
outdoor activities--like crafting bird feeders out of fruit, pressing flowers, creating sundials and so much more. The Exploring Nature Activity Book for
Kids includes: 50 AMAZING OUTDOOR PROJECTS--See how nature books for kids can inspire a lifetime of curiosity by using play to encourage
natural observation. ACTIVITIES FOR EVERYONE, EVERYWHERE--Discover fun and educational outdoor activities designed for a variety of
seasons, regions, and age ranges. WILD COLORS--Color illustrations bring activities to life, provide further instruction, and get kids excited about
going outside. The hands-on, get-dirty approach makes this one of the best nature books for kids and shows them what makes the great outdoors great.
David Attenborough Oct 18 2022 In this board book from the best-selling Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the life of David
Attenborough, the inspiring broadcaster and conservationist.
100 Best Books for Children Oct 06 2021 By selecting only 100 "best books" Silvey distinguishes her guide from all the others and makes it possible
to give young readers their literary heritage in the childhood years.
Matter May 13 2022 Matter: Physical Science for Kids from the Picture Book Science series gets kids excited about science! What’s the matter?
Everything is matter! Everything you can touch and hold is made up of matter—including you, your dog, and this book! Matter is stuff that you can
weigh and that takes up space, which means pretty much everything in the world is made of matter. In Matter: Physical Science for Kids, kids ages 5 to
8 explore the definition of matter and the different states of matter, plus the stuff in our world that isn’t matter, such as sound and light! In this
nonfiction picture book, children are introduced to physical science through detailed illustrations paired with a compelling narrative that uses fun
language to convey familiar examples of real-world science connections. By recognizing the basic physics concept of matter and identifying the
different ways matter appears in real life, kids develop a fundamental understanding of physical science and are impressed with the idea that science is
a constant part of our lives and not limited to classrooms and laboratories. Simple vocabulary, detailed illustrations, easy science experiments, and a
glossary all support exciting learning for kids ages 5 to 8. Perfect for beginner readers or as a read aloud nonfiction picture book! Part of a set of four
books in a series called Picture Book Science that tackles different kinds of physical science (waves, forces, energy, and matter), Matter offers
beautiful pictures and simple observations and explanations. Quick STEM activities such as weighing two balloons to test if air is matter help readers
cross the bridge from conceptual to experiential learning and provide a foundation of knowledge that will prove invaluable as kids progress in their
science education. Perfect for children who love to ask, “Why?” about the world around them, Matter satisfies curiosity while encouraging continual
student-led learning.
The Handy Answer Book for Kids (and Parents) Jun 13 2022 Kids ask the darndest things . . . and here are the answers—all in one helpful book!
Anyone who has ever been a kid, raised a kid, or spent any time with kids knows that asking questions is a critical part of growing up. Kids have
curious minds and they come up with some very interesting questions. But the truth is adults don't always know the answers. The Handy Answer Book
for Kids (and Parents) comes to the rescue. Written with a child's imagination in mind, this easy-to-understand book is a launching pad for curious
young minds and a life raft for parents at wits end. It addresses nearly 800 queries with enough depth and detail to both satisfy the curiosity of
persistent young inquisitors and provide parents with a secure sense of a job well done. It'll equip every parent for those difficult, absurd, or sometimes
funny questions from their kids, such as Is there life on Mars? Do rivers ever dry up? Why are there wars? Is there such a thing as a funny bone? Why
do dogs bark? Why is the sky blue? Why do people have to grow old? Why do people speak different languages?
Grow Happy Jun 01 2021 Kiko is a gardener. She takes care of her garden with seeds, soil, water, and sunshine. In Grow Happy, Kiko also
demonstrates how she cultivates happiness, just like she does in her garden. Using positive psychology and choice theory, this book shows children
that they have the tools to nurture their own happiness and live resiliently. Includes a “Note to Parents and Caregivers” with information on how our
choices and paying attention to our bodies and feelings affects happiness.
Heaven for Kids Sep 28 2023 In a language kids can understand, Randy Alcorn explores Biblical answers to the questions kids often have about
heaven. As in the adult title, Heaven, he addresses the difference between the present Heaven, where we go when we die, and the New Earth, where we
will live forever with Jesus after he returns. Intended for kids age 8-12, Heaven for Kids is sure to be an excellent resource for families, especially
those in which the parents have read the adult title and wish to pass on that same level of understanding to their children. The book features ten
chapters of questions, and answers based on scripture and written in a style relevant to today's kids. The book also has a summary of the Gospel for
those who want to be sure they are going to Heaven someday. Randy encourages kids to live “in Light of Heaven.”
How to Catch a Unicorn Nov 30 2023 The #1 New York Times bestseller! Try to catch one of the world's most elusive mythical creatures—the
unicorn—in this enchanting picture book for kids, the perfect Easter basket stuffer! From the New York Times and USA Today bestselling How to
Catch series comes a dazzling new adventure! Filled with zany traps, STEAM concepts, silly rhymes, and lots of rainbow unicorn fun, parents,
educators, and young readers alike will delight in this colorful story as the How to Catch Kids are off in the zoo to catch this fantastical beast. Perfect
for children ages 4-10, this is the ultimate unicorn gift of the year, great for birthdays, bedtime, or any occasion! Can you catch the unicorn? You'll
have to use your brain, So set your traps and prep your team to pet that rainbow mane! Also in the How to Catch Series: How to Catch a Mermaid How
to Catch a Dinosaur How to Catch the Tooth Fairy How to Catch a Monster and more!
One Word that will Change Your Life Oct 30 2023 One Word is a simple concept that delivers powerful life change! In 1999, the authors discovered
a better way to become their best and live a life of impact. Instead of creating endless goals and resolutions, they found one word that would be their
driving force for the year. No goals. No wish lists. Just one word. Best of all . . . anyone, anytime can discover their word for the year. One Word that
will Change Your Life will inspire you to simplify your life and work by focusing on just one word for this year. That’s right! One Word creates



clarity, power, passion and life-change. The simple power of One Word is that it impacts all six dimensions of your life – mental, physical, emotional,
relational, spiritual, and financial. Simply put, One Word sticks. There is a word meant for you and when you find it, live it, and share it, your life will
become more rewarding and exciting than ever. Join thousands of people and hundreds of schools, businesses, churches, and sports teams who have
found their one word . . . and discover how to harness the transformational power of One Word. The book includes a personal Action Plan and simple
process to help you discover your word for the year.
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